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Scheduling Terms & Concepts 

 

Scheduling a school has multiple stages and steps. The process is linear, but iterative in nature. 
There is a defined order to many steps, but adjustments will be made at different points to 
reflect new information, changes to structure, different requirements and more. When these 
changes are made, some steps of the building process will need to be repeated.  

 

The scheduling documentation and training is divided into functional modules. Depending on a 
school’s scheduling needs and requirements not all modules will be required to build next year’s 
schedule. 

 

To help facilitate this iterative process Aspen uses a distinct view called the Build view.  While 
the Build view is an integral part of the application, it has many aspects that are unique to the 
needs of timetabling. To facilitate the iterative nature of scheduling, many of the changes made 
in the Build view remain contained within a Scenario, and are not immediately visible in other 
views, such as the School and Staff view.  

There are a number of terms and concepts unique to scheduling, which are used throughout the 
Scheduling process. 

 

1.1 Build Year Context 

The build view manages and defines the parameters of the schedule as defined by the Build 
Year Context. 

Build Year Context is set for each school (School View > School > Setup > Details > 
Build Year Context > School year), and can be Mass-Updated at the Division level 
(Division View > Division > Schools > Options > Mass Update > Build Year Context). 

It is important to verify the Build Year Context when beginning to work in the Build 
view. It does not automatically change from year to year. The year displayed is 
determined by the month of June – i.e. the 2021 school year represents the September 
2020 to June 2021 school year. 

 

1.2 Scenarios 

Scenarios are the key mechanisms that enable the iterative process of scheduling. Scenarios 
are different versions of a school’s next year master timetable. There can be as many scenarios 
as required to get the best possible final schedule, and school schedulers are encouraged to try 
multiple scenarios. After End of Year Rollover (EOYR), a school chooses which scenario is 
Committed and this becomes the live schedule.  

 

1.3 Flat Schedule 

Many schools will build a simplified or ‘Flat’ version of their schedule, often represented on a 
scheduling board. 
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1.4 Rotated Schedule 

Often schools will take a ‘Flat’ Schedule and add days, and change the order of periods –
Rotating the schedule. Some schools will build a flat schedule, and then have Aspen rotate the 
schedule for them. Others will build a schedule in an already rotated form. 

 

1.5 Patterns 

Defines the possible ways that course sections can meet. 

 

1.6 Pattern Sets 

Grouping of patterns that can be applied to courses. 

 

1.7 Base Terms 

Defines how often a course can start in a school year: 

Full Year courses = 1; Semester courses = 2; Quarter courses = 4. 

 

1.8 Cover Terms 

Defines how many Base Terms that sections of a course will cover: 

Full Year courses = 1; Semester courses = 1; Quarter courses = 1 

 

1.9 Base and Cover terms 

Base and covered terms can be thought of as a fraction (Cover over Base)  

They are how the Build engine determines the Schedule Term: 

• Cover =1/Base=1 therefore the Schedule Term is Full Year; 

• Cover=1/Base=2 therefore the Schedule Term is Semester; 

• Cover=1/Base=4 therefore the Schedule Term is Quarters. 

1.10  Rules 

Rules define the constraints the build engine must take into consideration when creating the 
master schedule. There are Build and Load Rules. Build Rules are applied when the engine is 
building a section (setting the term, day, period, room). Load Rules are applied during the Load 
process, when students are being placed into sections. 
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1.11  Scheduling Attributes 

Student, Staff, Course, and Room specific information that is used by the Build and Load 
engines. 

 

1.12  House, Team, Platoon and Section type 

Ways of grouping students for scheduling purposes that can be used to create cohort groups 
within a schedule. 

 

1.13  Build & Load 

There are two distinct phases of using the build view: 

 Build 

Is focused on the structure of a schedule, where sections are created, and 
scheduled into specific Terms, Days, Periods, Rooms, with Teachers 

Load 

The process of placing students into the created course sections 

Building and Loading can be done in several ways:  

 manually,  
 through an automated procedure, or  
 a combination of both.  

 


